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Bill Elgersma
I. have. arrived.. .After. 21. years. of . small. town.
living.in.middle.America,.I.have.become.something..
I.am.known,.a.feat.of .no.small.undertaking.where.
people.are. identified.by. the. last. inhabitant.of . the.
house. they.now.own—as. in.“you. live. in. the.Old.
Skyler. Place,”. no. matter. that. Skyler. was. in. the.
ground.before.my.foot.ever.touched.the.gravel;.in.
fact,. Skyler. may. be. completely. decomposed,. but.
“yes,.I.live.in.the.Old.Skyler.Place.”
This.is.a.town.of .understoods...Two.streets.east.
of .Main,. the.elderly. locals.drive.with.an.abandon.
that.elicits.prayers.from.parents.hourly..Main.Street.
bustles,.what.with. the. factories.on. the.north. end.
of .town.and.Super.Walmart.on.the.south,.so.they.
retreat.to.the.side.streets...Second.Avenue,.cleverly.










muffler. evaporated.. . Not. unlike. the. whistle. that.
howls.in.the.center.of .town.to.announce.12.noon,.
6. pm,. and. 9. pm,. these. cars. pass. like. clockwork,.
destined.for.the.card.game.at.the.mall,.a.round.of .
pool.at.the.rink,.or.supper.at.Hardees...They.have.
a. mission.. . In. time. the. routine. is. so. entrenched.
that.when.Harold.fixed.his.muffler,.we.wondered.
whether. he. had. taken. ill. or. been. committed. to.
the. Home.. . However,. the. screeching. of . brakes.
and. blaring. horn. from. an. unsuspecting. driver.




Another. understood. is. turning.. . In. this. town.
we.know.who.turns.where—a.turn.signal.is.merely.








that. includes. real. targets.with. real. cars,. not. some.
virtual.nonsense.
In.all.of .this,.the.parental.rule.of .thumb.has.to.
do.with.hats.. .Early. in. life,. children.have. learned.
about.hats...When.hats.are.visible.over.dash.boards,.







Beyond. the. idiosyncrasies. that. identify.drivers.
are. many. other. understoods.. . One. of . the. most.
mystifying. is. locals-versus-new.. .New. is. a. relative.
term. with. little. definitive. property.. . After. 21.
years.of .living.here,.I.am.still.new,.and.they.know.
it.. . A. revelation. of .my. last. name. evokes. instant.
associations. with. individuals. two. towns. over,.
sporting. the. same. name.. When. I. inject. that. my.
parents. were. immigrants. from. the. Netherlands,.
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here. is. the. fire. department.. This. brotherhood.
keeps.us.safe.summer.and.winter,.pulls.bodies.from.
mangled. wrecks,. crawls. through. burning. attics.
to. chase. down. smoldering. lumber,. and. retrieves.
body. parts. when. the. farm. equipment. loses. our.
respect..It.also.provides.a.hog.roast.for.the.county.
in.June,.candy.for. the.Fourth.of .July.parade,.and.


















rivals. the. Metro. Dome.. . Infiltrating. their. circle.
short.of .marrying.a.son.or.daughter.will.not.occur.
However,. the. next. group—the. local. pickup-
truck. owners—. is. the. one. that. has. granted. me.
status.. . They. have. acknowledged. me,. and. I. feel.
somewhat.smug...Until.recently.they.did.not.know.
my.name,.but.“that.guy”.is.a.level.of .distinction...I.
was.not.aware.of . the.bequeathed. title.until. I.was.








that. gem.pushes. even. the. geriatrics. up. the. status.
ladder. as. they. advocate. for. the. group.. . Doing.
something. for. free. has. the. answering. machine.
blinking. “full”. in. the.message. box. at. the. end. of .
the.day.
However,.much. of . the. history. of . “that. guy”.
is. attached. to. my. truck.. . A. 1982. Dodge. Ram.
Prospector. 150,. three-toned. with. faded. maroon.
primer. showing. through,. and. rust,. this. truck.
stands.out.. .The.cavern. in.the.driver’s.door.came.





have. assumed. a. rampaging. bull. had. attacked. the.
side,.but.no—just.a.large.dent.and.no.confession..
The.dent. stays.. .As.well,. the. front. fender.on. the.
same. side. bears. severe. dragging. evidence—the.
result. of . a. child. in. love. and. completely. unaware.
of . the. proximity. of . truck. to. house.. . The. house.
endured.a.few.cracked.blocks,.the.truck.bears.a.few.




I. had. no. idea. about. the. engine. of . this. truck.
when.I.first.became.its.proprietor,.but.I.knew.that.
its. oil. consumption. was. alarming,. perhaps. the.
reason. that. I. received. it. free.. .This. is.not.a. truck.
where. the. driver. checks. the. oil;. he. simply. pours.
it. in.. Not. clairvoyance—this. is. simply. common.
sense...Occasionally.when.fired.up,.it.disappears.in.
a.cloud.of .smoke.only.to.come.lurching.out.once.







limits,. I. knew. an. engine.was. in. order,. but. “free”.
creates.a.cruel.psychological.condition...If .the.truck.
is. free,. spending.anything.on. it.begins. to.make. it.























On.the.other.hand,. it. is.free.advertising.. .Last.
summer. while. I. coordinated. a. service. project. in.
town,.the.truck.sat.proudly.in.front.of .the.job...It.







The. power. window. buzzed. down,. and. someone.




a. part. of . a. select. group. of . pickup. owners. who.
through.that.ownership.had.rite.of .passage...This.
had. to.do.with. landmarks,.coordinates.on.a.map..
And. so. I. came. to. be. embraced—well,. embraced.
maybe. too.strong.a.word—enfolded?. .Not. really..
More.like.acknowledged.by.the.group.as.“that.guy.”.
Likely,. when. adding. information. for. clarity,. since.




that. I. have. never. spoken. with,. never. even. seen.
before,.come.up.to.me.to.make.small.talk...As.it.goes,.
in. local. terms,. I. live.on. an. acreage,.which.means.
that.I.own.a.home.that.comes.with.land.of .an.acre.








lineage,. I.denied. the.accusation.. . “Nope,.Ricketts.
lived.there.”..But.I.was.wrong...I.failed.to.recognize.
that.Ricketts.were.outsiders,.so.they.did.not.register.




the. old. Schiebout. place,”. and. they. would. launch.





















“Watched. them. put. them.windows. in.. . They.
was. something.when. they. showed. up.. . The.wife.
wanted.them,.but.they.were.too.much.money...We.
had.to.go.with.the.cheap.ones.”..They.would.shake.
their. heads. as. if . to. remember. how. far. and. how.
short.the.pay.cheque.went...Windows.are.women’s.
treasures.for.these.guys.and.too.much.money.for.
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By. nature,. I. am. not. a. trusting. person,. and.
withholding. information. is. a. defense.mechanism..






a. half-mile. black. top. with. a. T. intersection,. both.
terms.indigenous.to.the.area,.we.noticed.that.traffic.
was. light. in. our. neighbourhood.. . Short. of . the.
tractors. pulling. anhydrous. ammonia. tanks. in. the.




this. parade. when. I. changed. the. windows. and.
installed.the.siding,.I.thought.it.was.because.I.had.
painted.the.house.Hampton.or.Atlantic.or.whatever.
name. some. individual. in. a.Midwest. paint. factory.





colour. trends. change. slowly.. . Generations. pass.
before. drastic. moves. are. made.. . Something. akin.
to.a.hippie.painting.a.mural.on.the.side.of .a.barn,.
we.had.murdered. the.old.Schiebout.place.. . I. can.
only.imagine.the.ripple.that.caused.at.cards,.and.it.
probably.threw.off .their.pool.skills.as.well...





Clearly. the. colour. was. a. problem. as. is. any.
















of . a. ten-year-old. and. a. Zippo. lighter.. .We. were.
back.on. the.strip.. .Curiosity. is.one. thing,.but. the.




the. bakery. to. pick. up. a. coffee. on.my.way. to. do.
some.“that.guy”.job...As.I.passed.the.table.of .card.
players,. I. was. shocked. into. stopping. about. four.
steps.late.






“Bill!”. . A. different. voice. again,. insistent,. not.
unlike. the. tone. that. directs. hogs. up. chutes. onto.
trailers.or.moves.cattle.from.pen.to.pen.when.heat.
checking...I.stop.and.turn.





Hands. with. fingers. holding. cards—pudgy. to.
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“Yeah?”.I.am.suspicious,.wondering.what.job.I.
am.going.to.do.for.free.for.whom...My.understood.
is. “he. who. knows. my. name. and. uses. it. has. an.
agenda.”..I.have.nothing.that.this.group.wants.or.
needs...I.have.neither.status.nor.power...I.am.not.

















We. chat. briefly,. or. they.do,. about. trucks. they.







thumb..Yes,. I. grew.up.on.a. farm,.but.we.milked.
cows.and.raised.crops.to.feed.them...We.were.the.




















explain. that. a. 1920s. house. on. a. farm.would. not.
have.had.the.garage.attached...I.tell.them.I.wanted.
to.keep.it.somewhat.true.to.its.heritage.. .As.well,.
I. talk. about. the. elevation. changes. between. the.
house.and.the.garage.and.what.kinds.of .excavating.
changes.I.would.have.had.to.make...They.don’t.get.
it,.but. they.nod. just. the.same.. .Another.wants. to.







“What. you. going. to. do. with. all. that. space?”.
This.has.been.the.sticking.point.all.year.. .What.is.











and. the. tools. that. followed. them. from. the. farm,.
all.fighting.for.space.with.the.freezer,.garbage.can,.
recycling.bin,.and.the.dormant.plants.from.fall.to.
spring.. .A. shop,. a. little. slice. of . heaven.on. earth,.
creates. visions. of . puttering,. putting. a.wire.wheel.
on.a.bench.grinder. to.buzz. the. rust.off .of . tools.
long.forgotten.in.the.rain...Shovels.can.be.cleaned.




along. to. inflate.bike. tires. for. the. annual. ride. and.
blow.dust.and.bugs.out.of .the.car’s.radiator,.or.so.
they.tell.their.wives...
A. garage. is. a. man’s. domain,. an. alpha maleish.
attitude.for.them,.and.moving.to.town.has.seen.that.
territory.change...The.high.gloss.seal.on.the.speckled.




or. the. truck. tracks. in.mud. has. left. them. unsure..











card,. interrupt. their. fantasies.with. a. reality:. “You.
know. boys,. if . I. had. a. third. bay,. I’d. have. to. buy.
a.new.truck.to.park. in. it.. .For.me,. it’s.one.or.the.
other.”.And.they.laugh.as.I.walk.away...Order.has.
been.restored...
